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Hurricane Irma : Irreparable Damage ?
On September 5th 2017, the hurricane Irma hit some little islands. Among them, Saint Barthélémy
and Saint Martin were impacted.

The Hurricane
It was a category 5 hurricane and
had a 500km diameter. According
to Wikipedia and UNICEF, the
wind blew at 360km/h. Around
100 000 people were affected by
the violence of the hurricane. It
had been a long time since such a
hurricane such as this hit those
islands. Even if people knew in
advance and were prepared, there
was nothing they could do to
avoid the inevitable !

The Aftermath
Now these people don't have drinkable
water or electricity. The majority of the
buildings were destroyed. Around
thirty people died in this tragedy since
September 18th , but the assessment
can get heavier. The emergency service
is on the spot to rescue the victims. The
consequences of this hurricane were
desastrous for the population.
All the people we have interviewed told
us that they were shocked by the
violence of Irma and that we must help
the victims as best we can.

Lou and Lo.
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What Happened in Burma ?
Burma is an Asian country which has over 52 billion of inhabitants with more than 90% of
Buddhists.
In those 52 billion, thousands of people
aren’t being recognized by the government
because of their origins. They are the
Rohingyas, a nation of Muslims who a
re the descendants of many nationalities. They
have been in trouble with the Burmese for a
long time. The Burmese maintain that the
Rohingyas came after 1950, so they don’t see
them as members of the Burmese population.
Since 1982, Rohingyas are stateless.
Little by little, as Nazies did with Jews, the
Burmese are depriving Rohingyas from their
rights, even their right to vote.
Machete and weapon attacks were led
against them by the army, to terrorize the
population and force them to leave the
country. After, villages are burnt to erase any
trace. Hundreds of people died during the
attacks.
Up until now, more than 400 000
Rohingyas left Burma to go to Bangladesh and
over 1 000 died.
The UN (United Nations) are going to
pursue the Burmese government for “crimes
against humanity”. Many people are already
calling it a genocide.
As for the President of Burma, Htin
Kyaw, she expressed herself by saying she was
terribly sorry for what happened and by
taking responsibility for the Rohingyas’
bashing. She said she was going to do
everything to let the peace lead their country
and to repair the damage.

Julie H.
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...THAILAND ?

The size of Thailand is 514 000 km2 and it's the 21st most populated country in the world with 68 299
099 people, a surface and a number of inhabitants very close to those of Metropolitan France.
Approximately 75 % of the population are of the Thai ethnic group, 14 % are Chinese, and 3 % are
Malay, the rest consisting of minority groups: Môns, Khmers and diverse tribes of the hills. The main
religion is Buddhism, practised by approximately 95 % of the Thais.

3 cities you need to visit

1. BANGKOK

It's the capital. The city occupies a 1569
km² surface in the delta of the river Chao
Phraya in central Thailand and its number of
inhabitants is over 9 million. It is several times
more than all other urban areas of the country.
In this totally magnificent city you must visit its
Buddhist temples and the luxurious palaces !
Bangkok is a must-see !

2.CHIANG MAI

Take the night train for Chiang
Mai, to find yourself in the middle of the
highest mountains of Thailand, ideal for a few
days of trekking in the Thai jungle. Take care
of your own elephant: you can bathe him, feed
him and ride him in one of the numerous
sanctuaries situated there. Look carefully to
find a good sanctuary which puts the accent on
the elephant's protection. Then, improve your
Thai cooking skills in one of the schools or
organic farms which are in this peaceful
pension in the mountains. Here is a beautiful
way to visit Thailand in a complete different
way !
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3. KRABI

Krabi, on the Western Coast of Thailand, is
a popular starting point for those who go to Koh
Phi Phi, where the movie The Beach was shot, as
well as towards 80 other islands. Krabi is also near
a number of Thai national parks, such as Railey.
Take a boat from Ao Nang to Railey and visit the
numerous caves, do some rock climbing or simply
have a look at the romantic sunset on the sea of
Andaman. An unique experience you will only
have in Thailand !

The Food
Let's not forget the typical dishes of the country you absolutely have to try during your stay in
Thailand !

1. TOM KA GAI
The Tom Ka Gai is a Thai soup. It is
made of a delicious mixture of coconut
milk, galanga, citronella, Thai hot
pepper, lime and chicken. If you don’t
do well with spices, this dish is not for
you...

2. MASSAMAN CURRY
The Massaman Curry is a dish of
Muslim origin. It consists in beef, or
duck, tofu, chicken or even lamb. The
meat is marinated with ginger. It is
most of the time associated with rice.
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Sports
Let's part with one of the most practised activities in Thailand : Thai boxing, of course !
In Thai, the term Muay Thai means Thai boxing. It is a well-known and impressive sport in the
world under the name of kickboxing, because the use of feet, elbows and knees in the fight are
authorized. The birth of Thai boxing goes back to the era of the Kingdom of Ayutthaya, in the 16th
century. The Muay Thai was then an art of warfare allowing to fight hand to hand in front of
Burmese soldiers.

I'm sure you're already booking your flight !;)
Let us know by email if you liked this article.

Othniella.
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DO YOU REALLY KNOW …

...BELIZE ?

General Information
Belize is a little country in Central
America located in the South of Mexico
and in the North of Guatemala. Belize has
a superficy of 22 966 km². It’s the only
English-speaking country in Central
America. The capital of Belize is
Belmopan. English is the official language
but Spanish is also spoken there.

What to do ?
This country is open to fans of adventure and
discovery. It’s a beautiful country, sunny and
welcoming. Belize offers beautiful dive sites
such as Turneffe Island Atoll, which is the
largest island located opposite the mainland.

Traditional Food
Belize is also a wonderful destination for
food lovers. The escabeche is the
traditional dish of Belize. It is made of meat
or fish with wild rice and beans. For
breakfast, they eat bacon and eggs like the
British.

Aminata.
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Our Selection of the Month
A manga is the book while an anime is made into episodes. This month we will present three animes.

It is a Japanese manga series written and
illustrated by Katsura Hoshino. In France it's
edited by Glénat.
Number of episodes : 103 + D. Gray-Man
Hallow that has 13 episodes.
Synopsis
Toward the end of an alternative 19th
century, we follow the story of a young 15
year-old orphan, Allen Walker. He is told by
his Shisho (his master), to join « the Black
Order », an organization of exorcists
fighting against Akumas (demons in
Japanese), created by the Vatican.
Exorcists also fight against the Millenium
Earl who wants to destroy the world, the
antagonist of this anime and Akumas'
creator.
Akumas can only be killed by the «
Innocence » (kind of power) contained in
the exorcists' weapon. An Innocence can
only be used when in the possession of a
compatible person. There is a variety of
Innocence (equipment type, parasitic type).
Allen Walker becomes one of the exorcists
to protect Humanity with all his new
friends.
But the battle will not be easy ! Secrets will
be revealed and the enemy isn't always who
we think he is...

Our Opinion
This anime is fantastic because of a great story
with a lot of humor, lots of cliffhangers. You will
like the characters who all have a different
personality. Their backstories are developed and
some of these characters are at the top of our
favorite characters in animes.
We loved the story for its scenario which was
original, funny. We laughed, we cried. Battles are
really nice and the animation is pretty good.
The beginning can be long because of little filler
episodes*, but they aren't bad. Now we have to
wait for the next season !

*Filler episode : episodes which are not in the manga
and are not important in the story but are added to fill
the anime.
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It is a Japanese manga series written by Kazuma
Kondou and illustrated by Jinsei Kataoka. In
France it's edited by Kana. Number of episodes :
12
Synopsis
Ganta Igurashi is an ordinary student. But one
day a strange man covered in blood slaughters
all Ganta's class, leaving him the only one alive.
Ganta is then accused of the murder and put in
the Deadman Wonderland : a prison doubled of
an amusement park.
There, prisoners wear a necklace which injects
them with poison. To survive they have to buy
and eat a special candy everyday. This candy is
the only way to counteract the poison. But here
is the twist ! To get the candy prisoners have to
participate in deadly games.
During these deadly games Ganta discovers that
now he is a Deadman : a prisoner who can
control his own blood and use it as a weapon.
Now he is forced to participate in brutal
gladiatorial death matches known as Carnival
Corpse. How can it be possible ? What kinds of
secrets is the prison hiding ?

Our Opinion
A must-see ! We we didn't read the manga but if
you want to know what happens next, it will
give you the answers !
The characters are mostly appealing except the
hero who is annoying in the beginning because
he acts like a crybaby. But the hero evolves at
the end ! They all have an interesting backstory.
The scenario is original and elaborate enough. It
isn't especially deep but it's not really for kids
either because of bad language, blood and
torture.
The design isn't amazing but it's good enough.
We loved the OST (soundtrack) and the opening
credits, being one of our favorites.
We don't have time to be bored when we watch
Deadman Wonderland !
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It is a science fiction suspense anime television series,
produced by Manglobe, directed by Shuko Murase and
written by Dai Sato. Number of episodes : 23

Synopsis
The story is set in a future when humans and
androids known as AutoReivs coexist peacefully.
Andoids serve humans but one day a virus gives the
androids a self-awareness, causing a series of
murders. Re-L Mayer ( pronounced Ree-EL ), an
inspector, investigates to discover the murderers.
During that time, the government is leading a secret
experiment on a mysterious humanoid form of life
called Proxy. The story begins when one of those
Proxies escapes from the experiment.

Our Opinion
Extraordinary ! The graphics are really wonderful and
"particular", totally matching the mood of this anime.
The opening is really nice, there is an effort in the
directing and it is noticeable.
The characters are lovely and not simple or boring,
they have their darkness and their lightness. They
are fighting against the events but also against
themselves.
The story is nice, original, very captivating and calls
on your reflection. It's complex but understandable.
Some episodes are dramatic and some are touching. If
you like to think, this anime is a match for you !

L.M. -L.M.
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Every month, you will discover 3 singers or bands from our pick that don’t have the coverage they
deserve !
Number 1 : BTS
BTS is the best boysband of korean music
(Kpop).There are seven members, they began
in 2013. BTS is the group of Kpop the most
watched on YouTube.

3 tracks we recommend

- DOPE (2015)
- Fire (2016)
- Not Today (2016)

Scan to Discover !

Number 2 : Adrian Von Ziegler
He is a Swiss song writer, musician and
performer. He’s famous for his compositions
on his Youtube channel. It’s perfect to relax
and dream !

3 tracks we recommend
- Wolf blood (2013)
- Legend (2010)
- Freedom (2014)

Number 3 : Julie Fowlis
She is a Scottish singer who most of the time sings
in Gaelic. It is a language still used in some areas of
Scotland. Julie Fowlis is a folk singer.You maybe
know this artist with the song Into the Open Air, a
song from the Disney movie Brave.

3 tracks we recommend
- Into the open Air (2012)
- Hug Air A’Bhonaid Mhoir (2007)
- Smeorach Chalann Domhnaill (2013)
B.O.T., S.I., M.M. and Mrs Climecot.
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Discover new dishes
There are a lot of specialties in the American culture and we will present you three full traditional
foods, easy to make and delicious !
Number one : Coleslaw Salad
This American food is perfect for Summer, with
friends !
And it’s super easy ! Cut the cabbage and the
carrots. Then, add the onions, the mayonnaise,
the sugar, the plain yoghurt and mix everything
together. Tada !

Number two : Chili Con Carne
This recipe is – to be fair - Mexican. And it’s very
prickling and hot !
But in Texas, they add red beans with tomatoes,
paprika, Chili, onions, sweet peppers and meat.

Yummy !

Number three : A&W Root Beer Ice Cream Float

Ah … Ice Cream … Everyone likes this dessert ! But
in the USA, they pour root beer soda on top of the
ice cream before eating it !
It’s delicious, root beer is a popular soda in the U.S.,
made of plants. Some say it has a medicinal taste
but people still love it ! Believe us and try it ! You
can find some root beer in specialized stores in
Paris.

What dish tempted you the most ? Let us know by email and we will publish
your comments !
C.I.A.
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~ Aries ~ : This month looks very restless for you. Exchanges with other people should allow you
to adopt another angle of vision than yours. Remain tolerant and open. You might meet a person
whose temperament will be complementary to yours.
~ Taurus ~ : This month will be much more dynamic than last month. Your love life should go
well. Professionally, it's time to talk about money. Don't rush on things and take the time to
think twice about what other people may offer you.
~ Gemini ~ : For you, this month will be animated. You probably want to do too much , which
can cause nervous fatigue. Rest and don't listen to critics. You can count on your loved ones to
cheer you up.
~ Cancer ~ : This month is going to make you evolve. At work, it might be difficult to achieve
your goal without drawing grudges and jealousy. In love, there might be misunderstandings, you
may get the feeling that the other is taking things too lightly.
~ Leo ~ : This month, your relationships are going to take a great turn. Your work will be
appreciated and your love life will be bright. You will be a little excessive this month. Careful,
don't make promises that you can't keep.
~ Virgo ~ : For you, this month will be full of big opportunities. You will take your time to make
things right but you will be demanding with other. Your insight will be highly developed. You
might have a few disapointment.
~ Libra ~ : This month, you will be at your ease to develop your sociability and your need of
diversity. You will be diplomatic, capable of listening to others without failing your opinions.
However, you will be very impatient but you're going to please your world.
~ Scorpio ~ : This month corresponds to the end of an era. You will be happy, busy and
motivated. Luck will be on your side and it will help you thrive.You will be extremely persuasive
and brilliant. Your love life will only get better next month.
~ Sagittarius ~ : Your relational life will look good this month. You will have the occasion to
help other people and you will know how to be tactful. In couple, you will be in symbiosis with
your partner. On your own, your love encounters will be harmonious.
~ Capricorn ~ : For you, this month will be source of confusion in your relational life. Some
situations will force you to exchange with people who are very different from you. Your
professionalism should be recognized. In couple, it might be difficult to be two.
~ Aquarius ~ : For you, this month looks both harmonious and messy in all areas. You bet on
communication and collaboration and your projects should progress quickly. Heart side, this
month will be full of amazing encounter and complicity.
~ Pisces ~ : This month is going to take efforts from you. Your emotional and professional
relationships are going to be spicy. People might be hard to please but you don't have to satisfy
all their requests.
L.B. - A.D.

THE STAR OF THE MONTH…
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...is Drake, a Canadian rapper, singer and actor who was born on October 24 th 1986 in
Toronto, Canada. He is pretty famous and he has won a lot of rewards for his work. He will
be 31 years old this month. His astrological sign is Scorpio.

L.B. - A.D.
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J.D.

Contact us !
We have created an email address. So don’t
hesitate to send us your comments and tell
us what you liked and liked less about our
newspaper. Maybe you would want a
specific subject written about. If you send
your request early enough for our next
issue, we will see what we can do ! We will
create an extra page to publish some of the
comments so when you send us an email
don’t hesitate to mention if you would like
it published and if you allow us to put your
name.

Our email address :
thebeckettvoice@laposte.net
You can also come and talk to Mrs Climecot
directly, often to be found in room 214.
We will really appreciate any feedback so
start writing !

J.D. - L.S.

